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The Minns government has scrapped a $500 million rebuild of the Powerhouse Museum at Ultimo,

opting instead for a $250 million “heritage revitalisation” and redirecting the savings towards new

schools and hospitals.

The decision is the latest pre-budget announcement by the NSW government reining in large

construction project costs in an attempt to rebalance the state’s finances. Plans for a rebuild of
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Penrith Stadium on a new site were axed last week after costs more than tripled.

Treasurer Daniel Mookhey has warned the NSW budget faced $7 billion in unexpected cost

pressures including a purported cost overrun of a metro rail line connecting Parramatta and the

CBD and increasingly fraught wage demands from public sector unions.

Arts Minister John Graham said the decision to upgrade the Ultimo museum instead of a complete

rebuild was a prudent investment in a tough fiscal environment. Construction of the Powerhouse

Parramatta site is on schedule to be completed by late 2024.

“We promised at the election that we would preserve the Wran legacy and keep the Powerhouse

Museum at Ultimo open. We are doing just that,” he said.

Graham said the $230 million balance from the decision would support the construction of school

The Powerhouse’s Wran Building was completed in 1988 for the bicentenary. BROOK MITCHELL
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and hospital projects as part of a “new era of responsible long-term budget repair” at a time when

NSW families were facing rampant inflation.

It effectively draws a line under eight years of turmoil over the future of the Ultimo museum, dating

from 2015 when then-premier Mike Baird flagged his government’s intention to close the site and

relocate the museum to the Parramatta riverside.

That decision sparked a long-running upper house inquiry and provoked public protests.

After a change of heart in 2020 on the Ultimo museum, the former Coalition government last year

allocated $481 million to redevelop the site to replace the museum’s galleria and the Wran wing

along Harris Street.

Architects were appointed and development plans were unveiled last year for a six-storey annex

containing a library, fit-for-purpose exhibition spaces for international blockbusters, and upgraded

public circulation spaces.

But the Coalition’s redevelopment plans came under fire from former staff and heritage advocates

who argued parts of the existing building deserved conservation, and more sympathetic changes

could be achieved at half the cost to taxpayers.
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Under Labor’s new plans, existing structural elements of the museum building including its 1980s

wing are expected to be restored not demolished. But no timeline has been developed for the works

and their scope has yet to be determined.

Graham said consultation would now begin with key players to determine the details and timings of

the revised renovations and whether the museum remains open beyond December. This week the

museum opened 1001 Remarkable Objects, which was to be the last exhibition before the building

was closed for up to three years for redevelopment.

State cabinet’s Expenditure Review Committee considered various proposals for the museum

ranging from “do nothing” to endorsement of the near-$500 million plans.

A compromise option called for $350 million to $370 million in spending with stand-alone facilities

built on the museum’s Harris Street forecourt. A minimum of $100 million was thought to be

Work is underway at the Parramatta Powerhouse.
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needed to replace the museum’s roof and make it safe.

Originally established in 1879 as the Technological,

Industrial and Sanitary Museum of NSW, Labor says

there has been no significant capital investment in the

Powerhouse Museum since it opened in Harris Street in

1988.

Independent engineering advice obtained by the

government indicates there are significant systems that

need to be replaced to meet operation and building code

requirements, suggesting urgent works are required.

Even a more modest revamp might necessitate the temporary removal of the museum’s largest

objects, including Locomotive No. 1 and the Boulton & Watt beam steam engine, because of the

impacts of dust and vibrations from any building work.

The museum’s founding director, Lindsay Sharp, has been among those who called for the

government to undertake a less expensive revamp of the 1988 campus, which won architect Lionel

Glendenning the Sulman Award for his design.

Former president of the Powerhouse’s board of trustees, Professor Barney Glover, had urged the

government to keep to plans for a major refurbishment and realignment of the Ultimo site, even if

revised, to maintain the Powerhouse as a world-class museum.

The Morning Edition newsletter is our guide to the day’s most important and
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Linda Morris is an arts writer at The Sydney Morning Herald Connect via Twitter, Facebook or

email.
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